EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT ACTIVITIES BY INSTITUTE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT, PUSA
JANUARY 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Activities by the Institute</th>
<th>Month of Activity</th>
<th>Proposed Activity</th>
<th>Details of the Activity</th>
<th>Paired States involved</th>
<th>No. of Participants / Attendees</th>
<th>Any other relevant information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sikkim’s Theme Lunch</td>
<td>January 2020</td>
<td>Sikkim Theme Lunch</td>
<td>Under the “Ek Bharat Sreshth Bharat” initiative the Institute of Hotel Management Pusa organised a theme lunch at IHM Pusa to showcase cuisine of Sikkim. The students put in their best to showcase Sikkim at its best through the décor also The food as well as Sikkim’s ambience was well appreciated by one and all. The most Popular being Chicken Momo, Veg Momo, Thukpa, Sikkimese Style Noodles with Chicken Bamboo Shoot, Sel Roti and Dhan ki kheer The motive behind organising this theme lunch was to make maximum people aware of the cuisine and culture of Sikkim.</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>This Lunch was attended by the participants of the “Tourist Stakeholder Workshop” who were mainly Founders, Directors and Officials from various Tour and Travel Companies. The event was also witnessed by about 20 representatives from the various media houses. Total – 110 Guest, 80 Volunteers &amp; 700 Students for Display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sikkim Theme Lunch Décor at the Scholar Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA New Delhi – 22\(^{nd}\) January 2020

Popular Dish – Chicken Bamboo Shoot with Sikkimese Style Noodles. Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA New Delhi – 22\(^{nd}\) January 2020

Popular Dish – Chicken and Vegetable MOMOS Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA New Delhi – 22\(^{nd}\) January 2020

Popular Dish – Dhan Ki Kheer Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA New Delhi – 22\(^{nd}\) January 2020
Popular Dish – Thukpa
Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22\textsuperscript{nd} January 2020

Student Team - Sikkim Theme Lunch Décor at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22\textsuperscript{nd} January 2020

Sikkim Theme Lunch at the Scholar
Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22\textsuperscript{nd} January 2020

Popular Dish – Sel Roti
Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22\textsuperscript{nd} January 2020
Students in Traditional Sikkim’s Dress showcasing Sikkim’s Rich Tradition
Sikkim Theme Lunch at Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22nd January 2020

Sikkim Theme Lunch Décor at the Scholar
Institute of Hotel Management, PUSA
New Delhi – 22nd January 2020